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FRANCHISE PEER GROUP
A CONVENTION ON STEROIDS
By Mike Zaffuto, President
Greenville, SC

i

Violands experience runs deep in the Water Restoration Industry, but they also have the resources
to coach and educate on other business strategies
such as a healthy work-life balance, succession
planning, increasing profitability and growth to
name a few.

while the in-person meetings are a more in-depth
business discussion.
While Water Clean-Up remains an important
topic, we’re able to discuss the Roto-Rooter
business as a whole. The goal of the group is to
help each of us reach our individual goals. Some
franchisees are focused on Water, some on adding
a service truck, and some on Corporate Structure
to give themselves more free time. We are all at
different phases of our companies and when you
combine the Roto experience in the room with an
experienced business consultant, you see great
results.

A group of ten franchisees, along with Violand,
has been meeting in person for over a year on
a quarterly basis, along with one-hour monthly
Zoom calls. The Zoom calls are helpful in holding
the group accountable with a monthly check in,

I have always loved attending the RRFA
Conventions, for one, the relationships, and two,
the shared knowledge that helps my company
become stronger. This group is like a “convention
on steroids”. The in-person meetings are 1.5 days

n an effort to support franchisees with the
trials and tribulations of starting up and
operating a successful Water Clean-Up business, Thad Reinhart, President of Roto-Rooter
Corp. offered his support with a peer group run
by Violand Management Associates.
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of intense conversation. Some topics are brought
up by Violand, and some brought up by other
franchisees.
Recently we’ve been working on setting a Mission
Statement, Vision Statement, and Core Values
(MVCV) for each of our companies. My company
had a Mission Statement hanging on the wall
for years, but going through the process with
this group and having the guidance of Violand
has given us clarity in our MVCV’s. We are actually making decisions on a daily basis using them
instead of it just being a poster that no one pays
attention to. It has helped us remain accountable
to our culture.
There has been some conversation about
expanding the group because of the great
benefit. If you might have an interest, please
email me at z@rotorootersc.com.
Lastly, I’d like to thank Thad for helping organize
this group with Violand and supporting us over
the last few years. It’s been a great experience.
RR

better hiring through science
What An Interview Won’t Tell You
By Brian McCann, West Director
Vista, CA

w

hen it comes to hiring,
most managers and
owners like to think
they are a good judge of
character—I certainly do. Although my hiring track record
is pretty good, it is far from
perfect. Over the years, I have
made a lot of good hiring decisions, but I’ve also made some
I really wish I hadn’t. Considering the costs that come with
those regrets, finding ways to
avoid them is well worth the
price and effort.
One of the most effective hiring strategies that I’ve been
using for roughly 15 years is
the use of an outside consultant (typically an industrial
psychologist) to probe into a
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candidate’s intelligence and
work styles. Most importantly,
these consultants have helped
me assess how a candidate
tends to think and is likely to
behave—before I make an
important hiring decision. The
results, when used as intended, have led to dramatically
better hires.
Since joining RotoCo, I have
been working with a firm out
of Pennsylvania that was introduced to Jim Holcomb by
the RRFA’s legal counsel. This
consultant has been a great asset and supported us not only
in recruiting, but also in personal interactions within the
organization. By combining
competency and psychological

tendencies into a single assessment used in the recruiting
process, this consultant helps
us develop a very thorough
picture of a candidate before
extending an offer. At times,
I have overruled these assessments both in this and prior organizations -- particularly with
candidates I believed I knew
well. I have to say, sometimes
I am right to do so but more
often than not, I regret that
decision later. While the assessments aren’t one-hundred
percent right every time, the
accuracy is very high. I know
they pegged me pretty well –
even the parts that I wish were
different about myself. At the
bare minimum, we insist on a
thorough assessment for every

key hire we make at RotoCo.
The assessments we rely on
tend to be a little expensive to
use for every Technician. We
are exploring a more streamlined offering for those more
routine hires. When it comes
to hiring a Project Supervisor,
a Branch Manager or higher,
an assessment is a definite
must.
Most reasonably qualified
candidates can fake their way
through an interview and even
perform well when everything is going smoothly. When
they’re tired or challenged in
their personal life, or otherwise off their A-game, is when
their negative tendencies
seem to surface. Using assessments to identify what those
negative tendencies might be
(we all have them) and deciding in advance if the company
can live with a particular weakness in an otherwise strong
individual has helped us make
much better hiring decisions.
Overall, hiring through science is backed by results. The

right people in the right roles
or team and offers a lot more
really make all the difference
confidence in an important hirin an organization’s trajectory.
ing decision. RR
A great hire
can catapult an
organization to
the next level
but a bad one
in the right seat
can be catastrophic. We all
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Utilizing Homeowners Insurance to Help
Save the Day
don’t walk over hundreds to pick up a nickel

By John Stepowoy, Central Director & Treasurer

F

or the first three years I spent working
in the field with customers, you could
count on one hand how many jobs I did
where an insurance company wound up footing the bill. Because I’m unfamiliar with homeowner’s insurance policies, I only even broached
the subject if the customer asked about it or
initiated a claim with their insurance company.
Through our addition of Restoration to our
services, we’ve brought in some excellent talent
that not only has been able to get us restoration
work, but has helped us navigate the wonderful
world of insurance claims.
Nobody knows insurance better than an experienced Restoration guy. In the case of our Canton, Ohio location, Chad Lumley has been my
point person. Today I was out at a customer’s
home whose cast iron is shot and keeps backing
up under the floor. You can run a cable or jet
through, it’ll open briefly, then back right back
up. I quoted them to replace the cast iron and
break up the floor, but I also got Chad involved.
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Chad found that the carpet had gotten wet and
the drywall had too (my crack restoration skills
failed me). He reached out to their insurance
provider and what may have been a few thousand dollars in breakup work is now a $10,000+
restoration/breakup. We didn’t do anything
crazy, but what we’re learning to do is stop
walking over $100 bills to chase pennies and
nickels. When all is said and done we’re going
to have a loyal customer who is glad someone
finally got to the root of their problem, the entire problem will get a permanent solution, and
they’ll get new carpet and drywall. Not bad for
a $500 deductible.
Not every insurance company is great to work
with and not every job goes that smoothly, but
when it goes like that, it makes me shake my
head that I’ve been doing it the old-fashioned
way all these years. We’re going the extra mile,
but more than anything we’re working as an
advocate for our customer. RR

Rethink How You Do Marketing.

Why ServiceTitan Marketing Pro?
ServiceTitan Marketing Pro is an all-in-one marketing automation solution for the trades.
Leverage customer data and supercharge your contracting business with more calls,
booked jobs and higher customer spend.

Email

Hyper-target
Your Audience

Ready to Market like a Pro?
Get a Demo Today!

Direct Mail

Drive Signiﬁcantly
More Revenue

Reputation

Know Exactly How Your
Emails Are Performing

www.servicetitan.com/rrfa

Are you striving for excellence?
charging what you’re worth
By Greg Smith, Vice President
Mobile, AL

I

n 2016, I found myself frus
-trated with the fact that
there never seemed to be
cashflow in the company to
purchase equipment, to pay
my guys enough to retain them
and to keep the equipment up
to date. Let me be clear, this
is not an article about spend
ing more money to make more
money. But, I did have deci
sions to make.
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I was convinced that my fran
chise area would support an
increase in rates more towards
the top of the pricing range.
To find the pricing range in
my area, I googled how much
it cost to clean a sewer line
in Mobile, AL. I changed my
pricing for sewer line cleaning
from $189 to $239 each. I also
raised my pricing in other areas. Surprisingly, I had very few
customer complaints. These

changes obviously fixed the
above-mentioned problems.
By making the decision to
charge more, I knew we had
to make sure the product that
we were providing was worth
the price. Some of these things
we make sure to provide on a
consistent basis are taking ex
cellent care of the Roto-Rooter
brand, having clean-cut, uniformed technicians who adhere

to a facial hair policy, CSRs that are friendly and
knowledgeable, trucks that are properly branded, stocked, organized and washed weekly, and
equipment that is well maintained.
It is imperative as owners and managers that
we lead by example. To do this, we must make
sure that our appearance, dress, attitude, vehi
cles, etc. are maintained to the level we expect
of our team. It is a fact that people can not and
will not rise above the level of their leader.
We have a huge advantage on our competition
by the fact we have the Rote-Rooter brand. A
great example of this is how busy we stayed
during the Coronavirus pandemic, because
our brand is trusted, and we don’t look like we
have Covid. We have policies and procedures
to protect. RR
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what in the world are they talking
about?
Understanding the Next Generation of Employees
By Corinne Bangs, Central Director
Inspired by Beth Brierly
Tulsa, OK

I

would love to say that I am as on trend as
I once was as a spry 20-something. How
-ever, now in my mid 40s, I find myself hearing the younger generation talking with each
other and I don’t know what the heck they are
saying. In know this is our upcoming workforce
and in an effort to educate myself in how this
newer generation communicates I asked my
niece, Beth, to come in so I could interview her
on the topic. She is a talented and social young
lady and was very forthcoming on what I wanted to know.
Let me start with the basic social media forums.
Facebook is what I (and I am sure all of you) am
most familiar with so I asked if it had a place
in the future vision of social interaction. While
most of us use Facebook to share our daily lives
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and activities, Beth’s friends use it primarily for
college and work-related stuff, not really day to
day life. The current go-to app for social interaction is Instagram, of which I have yet to join,
but will soon do so. Roto-Rooter Corp has a
presence on both platforms and keeps them
updated regularly. On Instagram you can share
all the same comments, pictures and videos
as Facebook. You can create “closets” to sell
personal stuff and create a services page to sell
what you can do. TikTok is also very popular
but its limitation is that its video only and has
very little use in the business world. Users that
post videos fight to become “TikTok famous”
so they can get endorsements from companies.
A popular way to show off this endorsement is
to get a gift bag from your sponsor and open it
while recording and posting that video. There

are a few helpful tutorials, but they are rare.
Twitter is on the outs so I won’t elaborate on
them. Snapchat is not as popular as it once
was but is still widely used when you want to
post something that can come back and bite
you later, like doing something stupid. If you
are wanting to show off your creative, artsy side
than you can try VSCO, it focuses on pictures
that are basically glamour shots of stuff.
There are more ways to text than I was aware
of. Apps like Group Me let you create a group
chat. As you add people, the others in the
group can see who the new addition is, rather
than seeing a random phone number if they
are not in your contacts already. Teams is used
primarily for business communications. There
is one called Teams Snap, it focuses on sports
events in your area but has lots of adds and
emails you, alot.
Beth says she rarely listens to regular radio, instead she opts for streaming services like Apple
Music or Spotify. With television, she and I both
rarely watch live television. If we do it’s usu-

ally something sport related. For movies and
shows, Netflix or HBO Max is the go-to app.
Now let’s get to the lingo. There is a whole urban dictionary available to help translate almost
any current saying, but here are just a few current ones that you may not know.
Snatched – Looking good
No Cap or Cap – you are not lying or
you are lying.
Spill the tea – share drama about
someone
DM – Direct Message but specific to
Instagram
Sus – Suspicious
Straight Fire – Popular
There is also the whole world of emojis so I will
end this article with a recap using emojis.
Beth teaches Corinne. No Cap this is Fire.

teaches

.

this is

.

NEVER HEAD DOWN
A HOLE ALONE
Source only the highest quality CIPP liners and CalTubesTM from
MaxLiner® and be more than prepared on each and every jobsite
with the right lateral equipment, materials and support.

THE WORLD’S LARGEST SELECTION OF LINERS, CALTUBES AND OTHER ESSENTIAL LINING MATERIALS.

GO WITH MAXLINER: 877.426.5948
Source your next job with a knowledgeable MaxLiner professional.
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ENCOUNTERING “HURDLES” IN
THE FIELD AND “WHY”
THE PILLARS OF CIPP TRAINING
By MaxLiner, RRFA The Voice Partner

J

im Holcomb, owner of
Roto-Co, Inc., the largest
Roto-Rooter franchise in
the United States, made the strategic
decision to expand the company’s
CIPP business line in the markets
where it was most needed. One of
those regions is Salinas, CA. Previously, Roto-Co had sub-contracted
CIPP lining projects to a SoCal CIPP
contractor, but based on the growing
demand for lateral repairs that eliminate the need to dig and replace,
Holcomb identified this opportunity
as a great way to expand his business
and better serve his customers by
Roto-Co performing the CIPP work
themselves.
First step of the expansion was
purchasing two CIPP systems with
supporting liners, resin and the tools
from MaxLiner USA. “The decision to
work with MaxLiner was based on the
success record we have had in the
past with them training and setting
our CIPP teams up in some of our
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other locations like Sacramento and
Palm Springs”, said Holcomb. “My
V.P. of Operations, Mike Jennings, led
those efforts, and quite frankly, our
crews took to it right away and are
kicking butt!”
Next step, training. Three days of
training for the Salinas team commenced this past July – “Prior to
Chad Miller (Technical Services
Manager, MaxLiner USA) arriving, he
helped us a lot with the prep work,”
shared Jennings. “He helped our
branch manager in Salinas determine
what additional tools he would need
and instructed him on how to set up
the box van for lining to ensure we
were prepared and ready for training.
He also helped us to identify which
jobs were the best candidates for
training the crew. We reached out to
our customers ahead of time, informing them that we were training and
would have a larger than average
crew on their properties.”
Following MaxLiner’s recommended

training schedule, day one began
at Roto-Co’s shop in a controlled
environment. There the team became
familiar with the equipment, safety
precautions and the processes of
properly wetting out, inverting and
curing liners. By the end of the day,
the crew performed multiple practice
inversions with the LinerGun followed
by successfully building and installing
a liner. This also aided in determining
what additional tools and supplies
were needed as they prepared to apply practice to the live install.
In-the-Field
“The best way to learn is when things
don’t go smoothly during training,” shared Miller. “I was happy we
encountered several small hurdles
to overcome – from preparation to
equipment and a deeper than expected pipe once we got to the jobsite.
Our first live install project was for
a home about to go on the market
which had a partially new sewer line

installed. Prior to selling the home
must pass a sewer inspection, hence
the reason for the call-out for a
trenchless repair. The line from the
house to the clean-out was new, but
from just past the clean-out to the
city main the original clay pipe remained. The existing sewer ran under
the newly poured concrete sidewalk
towards the city main, located below
the middle of the street. Inspection
verified the 4” VCP was partially
collapsed with a negative offset.
This would be the ideal location for
an open-cut repair and an access
point for the liners - shooting one up
towards the new PVC pipe and clean
out, and the other toward the city
connection beneath the road. While
digging, the excavation crew exposed an unmarked water main and
temporarily made a repair the day
before we arrived on site. Fortunately
for the property owner, a liner could
be used instead of a very costly,
open-trench, full pipe replacement
while eliminating the risk of working
along the water main and expediting
the repair time so the home could be
on the market quickly. In addition, the
pipe was deeper than anticipated,
so we had to create a “guide tube”
to install the liners and ensure they’d
have the correct invert for reconnecting the pipes - many challenges
which resulted in many teachable
moments!”
“Being able to shoot two liners in one
day was great. It reinforced the classroom training since we did so many
repetitive steps. We saw an increase
in efficiency throughout the day, and
it was great to watch Chad’s method
for troubleshooting” said Jennings.

MaxLiner’s secret sauce: “Apply the
Why”
Miller continued, “When I explain to
technicians (regardless of their role
or experience) or the sales team, the
importance of each step of the lining
process, the reason for the order of
each step, as well as what a liner can
and cannot do, in turn they are able
to understand and better explain to
their customers the reason CIPP is
the right solution. This explanation
up front not only helps close the
sale, but more importantly, sets the
right expectations from the start.
The customer is clear on why certain
steps are necessary, they know what
to expect from the lining process and
how long it will take. In return, the
salesperson responsible for stage one
(qualifying the job) can communicate
with the tech(s) accountable for stage
two - cleaning/preparing the pipe
and creating/identifying an access
point. This way, everyone involved
with the job knows what goes into
executing a lining job so the majority
of jobsite prep is done correctly, and
the lining crew can efficiently begin
their tasks upon arrival.”
“Lastly, the ‘why’ helps the lining
crew fully understand the whole picture - how to safely set up a jobsite,
where to stage the equipment and
when it’s safe to start mixing the
resin. Understanding why each step
hinges on the next provides foresight
to apply each step without memorization. For example, if using curing
equipment - such as heat or LED, that
hasn’t been tested before the resin
is introduced - to later find out the
equipment isn’t operating correctly,

you might lose the liner. I stress the
importance of having all the air lines,
power cords, and hoses meticulously
organized before we start the process. Safe jobsite, all equipment
operational, every tech understands
their role, each step continuously
flows to the next equates to a successful installation. These checks and
balances provide extra time to think
through any challenges that may arise
so the project can be aborted before
the crew is too far along into the
process.”
“The MaxLiner support continues
way beyond the training,” concluded
Holcomb. “Our branch managers received an analysis that detailed which
of our technicians are the strongest,
where there are inefficiencies and
where there are opportunities for additional training. Installation records
of our MaxLiner-Certified Installers
are stored in the MaxLiner app with
our company/location name to keep
track and provide advanced training if needed. This is available to us
either back on site or at MaxLiner’s
training facility in Martinsville, Virginia. Providing quality CIPP installations using the MaxLiner system not
only helps our company grow, but it
provides an excellent CIPP rehabilitation solution to our customers while
helping our technicians continually
improve their skills.”
To learn more about MaxLiner and
the solutions they offer, visit maxlinerusa.com. To learn more about
Roto-Co, visit www.roto-rooter.com
or call us at 1-800-491-ROTO. RR
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SEALS DAMAGED OPENINGS
• AVAILABLE IN 1/2” SIZES 1 1/2” - 4”
• SEALS 3 WAYS
• UNIQUE 1 PIECE DESIGN
•

800-877-0610
www.real-titeplugs.com
sales@real-titeplugs.com
Available In Stainless Steel Tops
For Driveways
And High Traffic Areas

REMINDER FOR BUSINESSES THAT
OBTAINED A PPP LOAN

AND HAVE GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
By Connie C. Wilson Esq. Business Attorney
SkarlatosZonarich LLC, RRFA Counsel
Businesses that have a government contract and obtained a
Paycheck Protection Program
(“PPP”) loan and forgiveness of
the PPP loan should consider
whether any credit or reduction in billing is due under their
government contract. Federal
agencies have expressed the
view that if money from a PPP
loan that has been forgiven
was used to pay employees
who provided services under
a government contract, then
the government should not be
charged for the same employee
pay under the contract. Their
view is that without providing a
credit on the government con13 THE VOICE I e1, 2021

Customize Your Covers With Your
Company Name and Logo!

LEGAL UPDATE

tract, the employer is paid twice
by the government for the same
labor, once with the PPP loan
forgiveness and once under the
contract. The Department of
Defense takes the position that,
“to the extent that PPP credits
are allocable to costs allowed
under a contract, the Government should receive a credit or
a reduction in billing for any PPP
loans or loan payments that are
forgiven.”
Pursuant to FAR 31.201.5, the
amount of the forgiven PPP
funds that are allocable to costs
under a contract should be credited to the government either

as a cost reduction or a cash
refund. FAR 31.201.5 states, in
part: “The applicable portion of
any income, rebate, allowance,
or other credit relating to any
allowable cost and received by
or accruing to the contractor
shall be credited to the Government either as a cost reduction
or by cash refund.” State and
local rules or contracts may
contain similar provision. If you
have government contracts and
obtained a PPP loan and forgiveness of the PPP loan, check your
obligations to provide a credit or
reduction in billing!

endorsed vendor

Request for

Check out
Dexcomm’s
Webcast
at rrfa.org

webcasts
As a follow-up to our prior communication, the Roto-Rooter Franchisee Association (“RRFA”)
Board of Directors unanimously
voted to extend an invitation to
all Endorsed Vendors to prepare
and submit pre-recorded Webinars to educate RRFA Franchisees
on the Endorsed Vendor’s
products and services. Due to the
limitations imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic, the RRFA
Board is determined to implement
new avenues to support one another and to further strengthen
the RRFA’s existing relationships
with its Endorsed Vendors during
this economic and social
crisis. The concept of bringing our
Franchisees in touch virtually with
our Endorsed Vendors is a
benefit to everyone.

The opportunity to submit a prerecorded Webinar is being extended to all of the RRFA’s
Endorsed Vendors. The following
instructions for the Webinars are
to be followed: Webinars must
be limited to approximately 12
minutes in length and Webinars
are intended to educate our
Franchisees on the Endorsed Vendor’s products and services.
The pre-recorded Webinars will
be posted on the RRFA’s website,
shared on our Facebook page,
and may also be shared and/or
distributed to our Franchisees in
other mediums. The Webinars
may be accessible by the general
public, so please keep that in
mind when developing and
submitting a Webinar.

CLOVERLEAF Tool Co.
PIPELINE / SEWER CLEANING & MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT for JETTERS & JET / VACS

Gary Ulfers President
P.O. Box 20179
Bradenton, Florida 34204 USA
Tel: 941.739.0707 Fax: 941.739.0001
Toll Free: 800.365.6583
email: sales@cloverleaftool.com
www.cloverleaftool.com

We ask that you submit your
recorded Webinar presentation to
the RRFA by emailing the Webinar
to Preston Carty at pcartv@
rotoco.com and Dustin Littrell at
dustin@rotorootersc.com. If the
size of the Webinar is too large to
be sent via email, we request that
you upload the Webinar to
https://wetransfer.com/ and have
the Webinar sent to Preston and
Dustin via that method.
Furthermore, please email a
signed copy of the attached General Terms and Conditions for
Webinars to legal counsel for the
RRFA, John R. Zonarich at jrz@
skarlatoszonarich.com and
Nathan Berry at nberry@skarlatoszonarich.com. The return of a
signed General Terms and
Conditions for Webinars is a prerequisite for having your Webinar
posted. If you have any
questions regarding any portion
of the process, please send an
email to John R. Zonarich and
Nathan Berry at the email addresses listed above.
We want to thank you for being
an Endorsed Vendor of the RRFA
and for your continued support.
Sincerely,

Mike Zaffuto

President of the Roto-Rooter
Franchisee Association
e1, 2021 I THE VOICE
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25 years later...

some things i learned along the way
By Abby Zaffuto, Greenville, SC

This month I’ve “officially” worked in this business for 25 years. If you spend any time on social media, you may have
seen that recent internet trend where people post two photos…How it started vs How it’s going? I wish so much that I
had an actual before picture, because that’s a before and after that is simply crazy for me to process. The last 25 years
have seen a lot of changes in this company. We went from one franchise to eleven, from one state to five, and from
four employees to 95. We’ve had our ups and downs and our wins and losses, but we’ve been able to successfully
build a company that I am proud to be a part of.
I feel like I should be full of tidbits of wisdom here. I mean 25 years is a LONG time! To be honest, however, most
days I am feel like I’m still trying to figure it all out. And while this feeling does breed some self-doubt, I have a friend
who always tells me that that is what makes people successful. The moment we think we know it all is the moment we
become complacent and fall behind. Feeling a little inadequate simply fuels that drive to learn, to grow, and to improve. But, that said, I do think I may have picked up a few things in the last quarter of a century…
First, you’ve got to change & adapt.
So many times we get stuck doing something because that’s simply just the way we’ve always done it. This, to me,
is dangerous and a sure way to fall behind your competition. Times have simply changed. For one, technology has
dramatically changed the way we operate and offers so many opportunities for us to improve our day-to-day operations. I see so many companies shy away from technology when they should be embracing it. There are so many ways
to improve operations and the customer experience. People have also changed. Employees have different priorities.
Employees no longer just want a big paycheck, they want more personal time, more benefits, and more recognition. If
you don’t change and adapt, you are sure to fall behind.
You’ve never seen it all.
Just when you think you’ve seen and heard it all, WHAM, something crazy happens. Did anyone have a Global Pandemic Response Plan in their back pocket last spring? We definitely did not. I have planned and prepared for a lot
over the years, but I did not ever even consider that someone would eat a bat a world away and shut down our lives as
we knew them. I couldn’t, however, spend too much time beating myself up about it. We had to scramble, adapt, and
come up with a plan. It wasn’t perfect but it worked and I’m proud of how our team responded.
Not everyone has the same goals and dreams, and that’s just fine.
One of the things I have enjoyed over the years is providing people with opportunities and watching them succeed and
grow. I love being involved in teaching someone a trade that will allow them to earn a living and provide for themselves and their families. Additionally, we have several people who started with very little experience in the industry
and are now running their own branch. We have, however, also lost valuable people trying to push them to do more.
Just because someone is a rock star Service Tech, doesn’t mean they will be a rock star Service Manager. Some people
are satisfied with the simplicity of a job with less responsibility and just because you feel they should do more, doesn’t
mean they should. You obviously want to get the most out of people, but you should still be mindful of this. Your goals
aren’t everyone else’s.
It’s not that serious.
Perspective. Sometimes you just have to sit back and
realize that in the grand scheme of things, some of the
things we allow to annoy and frustrate us throughout the
course of the day are simply not that serious. Don’t allow
these things to ruin your day. Take a deep breath, handle
the issue, and then move on. I have an employee who
tells me once a week that she doesn’t understand how I
never seem rattled. I always tell her the same thing…I did
that early on. I learned that letting things get to me never
accomplished anything but anguish. Fix it and move on.
Here’s to the next 25…
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The AssuredPartners Franchise Division has provided national insurance programs to franchise owners like
you since 1993. We have extensive knowledge, strong carrier relationships, and a vast network of industry
pros and resources to deliver innovative products and solutions that are customized to your precise needs.

Cindy Lockhart | Senior Acccount Execuuve | Cindy.Lockhart@AssuredPartners.com | 440.895.6527

FRANCHISEE ASSOCIATION

submiT

do you hate your
answering service?
check out dexcomms’
video to hear why
they’re better!

YOUR

WEBcast

submit a webcast

With no convention, how will you tell members about your business? Record a video, send it to Preston at pcarty@rotoco.com
and we will post it on www.rrfa.org and our private YouTube
page. That’s how! We will also promote your video to our members via e-mail and social media. For more information e-mail
sottaway@rrfa.org.

CLASSIFIEDS FOR SALE
• Oregon Franchise •

• Five-County Franchise •

One County Territory in Southern Oregon
Klamath County, Oregon
Turn-key drain cleaning operation
Two vans and two jetters
Owner retiring after 18 years
Population: 67,000
For more information call Mike at
(541) 892-8805 or (541) 884-2000

In Arkansas Resort City Hot Springs. Three
vans, 2 jetters. Includes all equipment and
inventory; a turn-key operation.
Borders Little Rock and Ft. Smith.
Call 501.760.7660; after 5 p.m.

DO YOU WANT TO SELL SOMETHING? Franchise, Equipment, Vehicles...
PLACE AN AD HERE FOR FREE!

• Arcata, CA Franchise •
Cheryll, 361-876-0320

• Butte & Helena, MT Franchise •
Rick, 406-498-0698

• Carlsbad, NM Franchise •
Robert, 575-887-7470

• Lubbock, TX Franchise •
Steve, 806-548-4885

Please e-mail Dustin Littrell
DUSTIN@ROTOROOTERSC.COM

• La Junata, CO Franchise •
Chuck, 719-469-2245
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Presenting Sponsor
SERVICE TITAN

PRESENTING SPONSOR

2021

GOLD

SERVICETITAN

855.899.0970
www.servicetitan.com
hello@servicetitan.com
The World’s Best Service Companies Run on Service Titan

S UP

TN
OUR PAR

Endorsed Vendors

www.picotesolutions.com
Contact: Katja Lindy-Wilkinson

katja@picotesolutions.com
Roto-Rooter Branded Equipment

MILWAUKEE TOOL

13135 West Lisbon Road
Brookfield, WI 53005

Gold Vendor

Gold Vendor

PICOTE SOLUTIONS
20810 SE 18th Pl.
Sammamish, WA 98075

1-800-SAWDUST
(1-800-729-3878)
www.milwaukeetool.com/

877.369.ENZI
www.enzusainc.com
sales@enzusainc.com
ENZ is the leader in sewer & pipe cleaning equipment

US JETTING
Gold Vendor

Gold Vendor

ENZ USA INC

1585 Beverly Court Unit 115
Auroro, IL 60502

Nick Woodhead
Sally Woodhead

800.538.8464
www.usjetting.com

BROADLY
Gold Vendor

Gold Vendor

800.598.2285
www.midwaytrucks.com
Contact: John Vestal
jvestal@midwaytrucks.com
Truck/Van Fleet Discount Program * Finance/Lease Available

850 McFarland Rd
Alpharetta GA 30004

Working on Roto-Rooter since 1982

MIDWAY FORD

7601 NE 38th St
Kansas City, MO 64161

PORET
RS

409 13th St. Suite 300
Oakland, CA 94612

800.693.1089
partners@broadly.com
go.broadly.com/rotorooter
Never Miss a Customer Opportunity

WHAT ARE 300+ FRANCHISES
WORTH TO YOUR BUSINESS?...
ADVERTISE IN THE VOICE TO FIND OUT
E-mail Dustin Littrell at dustin@rotorootersc.com for more information.
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HATHORN
Inspection Cameras
Contact: Chris Luttrell
905.604.7040
1-866-HATHORN
chris@hathorncorp.com

Associate Vendor

Associate Vendor

MONGOOSE JETTERS

PIK RITE VACUUM TANKS
Associate Vendor

https://www.hathorncorp.com/

Hathorn Inspection Cameras-Municipal grade, Legendary durability.

800.323.1604
www.mongoosejetter.com
Serious Machines For A Serious Business

ESP RECEIVABLES
MANAGEMENT

Endorsed Vendors

800.860.0090 EXT 6527
Contact: Cindy Lockhart
clockhart@assuredpartnersoh.com

Youe Franchise, Your Business, Your Life. It’s Worth Insuring

Associate Vendor

Contact Jed Antoun
214.674.7692
jed.antoun@dexcomm.com
https://www.dexcomm.com/

Answering & Communications Services. Your Voice. Heard.

GORLITZ KRUGER
Standard Vendor

Associate Vendor

STANDARD

Proudly made in the USA! Built to work, the way you work!

DEXCOMM

Changing the world of collections, one account at a time.

Contact Todd Liles
512.333.4133
Support@ServExTra.com
https://www.servextra.com/
FREE Initial Consult for RRFA Members

800.326.9763
www.pikrite.com

ASSURED PARTNERS

888.463.8426
www.bestcollectionagencies.
com

SERVICE EXCELLENCE
Training & Consulting

877.LOGO.WEAR
www.ia4biz.com
Contact: Jacky Roza
j.roza@att.net
Anything You Can Wear

Associate Vendor

Associate Vendor

Endorsed Vendors

IMAGE APPAREL
Associate Vendor

ASSOCIATE

10132 Norwalk Blvd
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
562.944.3060
www.gorlitz.com
Contact: Gerd Kruger
sales@gorlitz.com
10% off machines and accessories and 20% off on cables.
e1, 2021 I THE VOICE
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

& Committee Members

Mike Zaffuto
East Director & President

Greg Smith
East Director & Vice President

Office:
Cell:
Email:

Office:
Email:

136 Tanner Road
Greenville, SC 29607

2001 West I-65 Service Road N
Mobile, Alabama 36618

864-288-7686
864-304-3331
z@rotorootersc.com

251-479-9454
gsmith@rotorootermobile.com

Term Expires 2020

Term Expires 2021

Corinne Bangs
Central Director

Wes Andersen
At-large Director

Office:
Email:

Office: 320-253-7575
Cell:
320-980-2002
Email: wesrotorooter@ymail.com
Term Expires 2020

5700 S. 107th East Ave.
Tulsa, OK 74146-6733

P.O. Box 7011
St. Cloud, MN 56302

918-922-6996
corinne@rotorooterok.com

Term Expires 2022

Joe Cicco
At-large Director & Secretary

John Stepowoy
Central Director & Treasurer

1579 N. Lexington Blvd.
Corpus Christi, TX 78409

7001 Wooster Pike
Medina, Ohio 44256

Office:  361-400-7215
Direct: 361-445-9696
Email: joe@rrcctx.com

Office:
Emai:

330-488-7878
john@hoosierroto.com

Term Expires 2020

Term Expires 2020

Brian McCann
West Director

Rhonda Stewart
West Director

Office:   760-598-4234, Ext. 114
Cell:
760-536-2667
Email: bmccann@RotoCo.com

Office:   760-245-2947
Cell:
760-792-0073
Email: rhondastewart52@gmail.com

Term Expires 2021

Term Expires 2022

16511 D Street
Victorville, CA 92395

2604 Industrial Court, Suite B
Vista, CA 92081

Membership Committee: Corinne Bangs, Rhonda Stewart,

Branding Committee: Kyle Brierly, Mark Stepowoy, Jim Hol-

Greg Smith, and John Ball

comb, and Wes Andersen

Convention Committee: Abby Zaffuto, Dustin Littrell, and

Website Committee: Dustin Littrell, Paul Farmer, Mike Zaf-

RRFA Headquarters

RRFA Regions

Franchise Communication Committee: Abby Zaffuto

Corinne Bangs

Endorsed Vendor Committee: Greg Smith, Wes Andersen,
and John Zonarich

futo, and Brian McCann

RRFA Administrative Staff:

East Region

RRFA Executive Staff:
Susan J. Ottaway, Executive Director • Email: sottaway@rrfa.org
Sherry L. Devlin • Email: sherry@skarlatoszonarich.com

Central Region

300 Market Street, Suite 600W • Harrisburg, PA 17101
Telephone: 717-364-1212 • Fax: 717-233-6740

Legal Counsel:

SkarlatosZonarich, LLC • 300 Market Street
Suite 600W • Harrisburg, PA 17101
John R. Zonarich, Esq. • Email: jrz@skarlatoszonarich.com
Nathan Berry, Esq. • Email: nberry@skarlatoszonarich.com
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AL, CT, DE, FL, GA, KY, MA, ME, MD, MS, NC, NH, NJ, MY, OH,
PA, SC, TN, VA, VT, WV, & Eastern Canada
AR, IA, IL, IN, KS, LA, MI, MN, MO, ND, NE, OK, SD, TX, WI

West Region

AK, AZ, CA, CO, HI, ID, MT, NM, NV, OR, UT, WA, WY, and
Western Canada

Please Support Our

PARTNERS

Do you consider RRFA partners when making purchases for your franchise?
The board, myself and our legal counsel work with potential vendors to secure agreements that are
mutually beneficial for our Association and those businesses. RRFA members receive special discounts, branded products and exclusive service offerings from vendors who partner with our Association. Those partners and endorsed vendors spend thousands of dollars a year for access to our
franchise group by investing in The Voice, our website and our convention. In order for the RRFA to
thrive, we need active members and businesses.
Let’s show our partners that their investment into our group is worth the money, and we appreciate them having the back of our Roto-Rooter Franchisee Association! The next time you purchase
something for your business, get pricing from one of the following RRFA partners.

The voice partners

MaxLiner: pipe lining solutions
Roddie: trenchless equipment
Real-Tite Plugs: expansion plugs
Cloverleaf: sewer & pipe cleaning solutions

Refer

a

i

ServiceTitan: business software
Midway Ford: vehicle purchases
Picote: pipe lining & cleaning solutions
ENZ: sewer & pipe cleaning solutions
Milwaukee: tools & equipment
US Jetting: water jetting solutions
Broadly: online review generation
Image Apparel: uniforms & branded clothing
Hathorn: inspection camera equipment
Mongoose Jetters: water jetting solutions
PikRite: vacuum tanks
Assured Partners: insurance for your business
ESP: collections & accounts receivable solutions
ServiceExcellence: technician, csr & manager training
DexComm: answering service
Gorlitz: drain cleaning equipment & solutions

i

Endorsed Vendors

Business

Do you know a business that would
benefit from a partnership with the
rrfa? maybe a vendor you currently do
business with.

e-mail their contact info to susan at
sottaway@rrfa.org and she’ll reach out
to them about becoming a partner.
let’s turn your vendor into an rrfa
partner, and connect them with hundreds
of franchise owners like you.

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR WEBINARS
1.

Applicability.

(a)
The accompanying Request for Webinar ("RFW") is an offer by the Roto-Rooter
Franchisee Association (the “RRFA”) to permit the undersigned endorsed vendor of the RRFA
(“Endorsed Vendor”) to provide the RRFA with a webinar in accordance with and subject to
these general terms and conditions (these "Terms"). These Terms together with the RFW shall
be known as this "Agreement".
(b)
This Agreement expressly limits Endorsed Vendor's acceptance to these Terms.
These Terms prevail over any terms and conditions contained in any other document and
expressly exclude any of Endorsed Vendor's general terms and conditions or any other document
issued by Endorsed Vendor in connection with this Agreement.
2.
Webinar. Endorsed Vendor shall provide a webinar to the RRFA as described in the RFW
(the "Webinar") in accordance with the following terms and conditions.
(a)
Endorsed Vendor hereby provides the RRFA and its employees, contractors, and
agents, with a worldwide, non-exclusive, royalty free license to promote the Webinar in any media
whether now known or yet to be invented, including but not limited to the authorization to use,
post, share, and/or distribute the Webinar at the RRFA’s discretion, including to RRFA Members
and their employees, contractors, and agents, and to utilize the intellectual property and marks of
Endorsed Vendor as may be provided in connection with the Webinar.
(b)
The RRFA shall have no obligation to use, post, share, or distribute the Webinar
and may cease to use, post, share, or distribute the Webinar at any time, for any reason or no
reason, without notice to Endorsed Vendor.
(c)
The RRFA shall have no obligation to pay Endorsed Vendor for the production or
submission of the Webinar, including but not limited to any licensing fees or subscriptions.
(d)
The RRFA shall in no way be responsible for the use or misuse of the Webinar, or
any portion thereof, including any intellectual property or marks contained or provided in
connection with the Webinar, by any third-party, including any RRFA Member.
(e)
Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, all rights to the Webinar or any
trademarks or intellectual property of Endorsed Vendor provided to the RRFA in connection with
this Agreement shall remain the sole and exclusive property of Endorsed Vendor.
3.

Endorsed Vendor's Obligations. Endorsed Vendor shall:

(a)
before the date on which the Webinar is provided to the RRFA, obtain, and at all
times during the term of this Agreement, maintain, all necessary licenses and consents for the
Webinar or any portion thereof, and any intellectual property provided to the RRFA pursuant to
this Agreement or in connection with the Webinar; and
(b)
comply with all applicable statutes, rules, and regulations regarding security and
data and/or consumer privacy with regard to the Webinar and any other product, data, or
information provided to the RRFA in connection with this Agreement.
4.
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Representations and Warranties.

(a)
Endorsed Vendor represents and warrants to the RRFA that any intellectual
property supplied by Endorsed Vendor in the Webinar does not and shall not infringe upon any
patent, trademark, copyright, trade secret, or other proprietary right of any third party. Endorsed
Vendor further represents and warrants that Endorsed Vendor either is the owner of all such
intellectual property or has the absolute right to transfer such intellectual property to the RRFA
and, if applicable, that such transfer does not require the authorization or consent of any third
party which Endorsed Vendor has not obtained. Furthermore, Endorsed Vendor represents and
warrants to the RRFA that the Webinar does not contain any intellectual property or confidential
information of the RRFA and that the Webinar does not contain any material that is offensive,
obscene or derogatory in nature or defamatory of any third party.
(b)
Endorsed Vendor represents and warrants to the RRFA that the Webinar and any
other material provided pursuant to this Agreement or in connection with the Webinar are free
from infection by viruses or any code or software which has contaminating or destructive
properties.
(c)
Each party represents and warrants to the other that it has full authority to enter
into this Agreement and is not bound by any agreement with any third party that adversely affects
this Agreement.
5.
Indemnification. Endorsed Vendor shall and hereby does indemnify and hold harmless the
RRFA and its officers, directors, insurers, employees and agents, against any and all losses, liabilities,
judgments, awards and costs, including reasonable attorney fees and expenses, arising out of or in any
way related to any claim that the RRFA’s use, possession, sharing, and/or distribution of the Webinar
has caused a third-party to sustain a loss and/or damage(s) or that intellectual property provided in the
Webinar pursuant to this Agreement infringes or violates the patent, trademark, copyright, trade secret or
other proprietary right of any third party. Endorsed Vendor will settle and defend at its sole expense all
suits or proceedings arising out of the foregoing, provided that the RRFA gives Endorsed Vendor notice
of any claim. In all events, the RRFA shall have the right to participate in the defense of any such suit or
proceeding through counsel of its own choosing at its own cost. If it is necessary for the RRFA to provide
support to Endorsed Vendor in defending any such claim, Endorsed Vendor will reimburse the RRFA for
all reasonable expenses, including attorney fees and costs, incurred by the RRFA in providing such
support.
6.
Termination. Either party may terminate this Agreement upon thirty (30) days advance
written notice to the other party. Upon termination of this Agreement, the RRFA shall cease to use, post,
share, and distribute the Webinar, the RRFA shall cease to use the Webinar and shall take commercially
reasonable action to remove the Webinar on webpages and other medium owned or controlled by the
RRFA. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, the RRFA shall have no obligation to (1) remove the
Webinar from any webpage or other medium that the RRFA does not own or control, (2) request,
demand, or require that any third party, including any RRFA Member, cease to use, post, share, or
distribute the Webinar or any intellectual property or marks used in connection with the Agreement, or (3)
prevent the further dissemination of the Webinar by any other party, including any RRFA Member.
7.
Waiver. No waiver by the RRFA of any of the provisions of this Agreement is effective
unless explicitly set forth in writing and signed by the RRFA. No failure to exercise, or delay in exercising,
any rights, remedy, power or privilege arising from this Agreement operates or may be construed as a
waiver thereof. No single or partial exercise of any right, remedy, power or privilege hereunder precludes
any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right, remedy, power or privilege.
8.
Relationship of the Parties. The relationship between the parties is that of independent
contractors. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed as creating any agency, partnership,
joint venture or other form of joint enterprise, employment or fiduciary relationship between the parties,
and neither party shall have authority to contract for or bind the other party in any manner whatsoever.
{S0571119.1}

9.
Governing Law; Jurisdiction. This Agreement and all questions relating to its validity,
interpretation, performance, remediation and enforcement (including, without limitation, provisions
concerning limitations of Actions) shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, notwithstanding any choice-of-laws doctrines of such jurisdiction or any
other jurisdiction which ordinarily would cause the substantive law of another jurisdiction to apply, without
the aid of any canon, custom or rule of law requiring construction against the draftsman. Any Action
seeking to enforce any provision of, or based on any right arising out of, this Agreement may be brought
against any of the parties in the Court of Common Pleas of Dauphin County, Pennsylvania, or, if it has or
can acquire the necessary jurisdiction, in the United States District Court for the Middle District of
Pennsylvania and each of the parties consents to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts (and of the
appropriate appellate courts) in any such Action and irrevocably waives any objection to venue laid
therein. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing in this Section 9 is intended to prevent any party from
instituting an Action in any jurisdiction for the sole and exclusive purpose of enforcing a judgment by a
court in the jurisdictions referred to in the preceding sentence. The term “Action”, as used in this Section
9, shall mean any action, appeal, petition, plea, charge, complaint, claim, suit, demand, litigation,
arbitration, mediation, hearing, inquiry, investigation or similar event, occurrence, or proceeding.
10.
Severability. If any term or provision of this Agreement is invalid, illegal or unenforceable
in any jurisdiction, such invalidity, illegality or unenforceability shall not affect any other term or provision
of this Agreement or invalidate or render unenforceable such term or provision in any other jurisdiction.
11.
Survival. Provisions of these Terms, which by their nature should apply beyond the term
of this Agreement, will remain in force after any termination or expiration of this Agreement including, but
not limited to, the following provisions: Section 3, Section 4, Section 5, Section 7, Section 9, and this
Section 11.
12.
Headings; Background. The headings in this Agreement are solely for convenient
reference and shall not be deemed to affect the meaning or interpretation of any article, section, or
paragraph of this Agreement except that the Background of the RFW shall be incorporated and may be
used to interpret any article, section, or paragraph of this Agreement.
13.
Entire Agreement; Amendment and Modification. This Agreement, together with any
documents incorporated herein by reference, constitutes the sole and entire agreement of the parties
regarding the subject matter, and supersedes all prior or contemporaneous understandings, agreements,
negotiations, representations and warranties, and communications, both written and oral. In the event of
any conflict between these Terms and the RFP, these Terms shall govern. This Agreement may only be
amended or modified in a writing that specifically states that it amends this Agreement and is signed by
an authorized representative of each party.
14.
Assignment. Neither party may assign, subcontract, or delegate its obligations under this
Agreement without the written consent of the other party.
Agreed to and accepted by:
“Endorsed Vendor”
By: __________________________
__________________________
Name; Title and Company
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Date: __________________

FRANCHISEE ASSOCIATION

we want
TO HEAR

from you
submit content

Submit content about anything you want. Have a cool story
about a job? Business tip? Anniversary? We’d love to hear about
it! Write an article or send pictures and ideas & we’ll do the work.

e-mail dustin

E-mail dustin@rrsouth.com your article, photos or ideas and I
will review and use them in The Voice.

please submit by
st

june 21
not dustin

